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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, F rank  A. E a p p l e y e , 

of Kentlaia, in the county of Seneca and State 
of New York, have invented certain new and 

5 useful Improvements in Carpenters’ Plows, of 
which the following is a specification.

Myinvention relates to improvements in con
vertible carpenter’s plow and slitting-tool hav
ing an attachable and detachableslitting knife 

io located upon one side of tbe bottom face of the 
stock and a fence upou the opposite side of said 
face; and the objects of m,y invention are to 
prodnceareadily-eonvertible plow and slitting- 
tool at a trifling cost over that of an ordinary 

15 plow, and to gage and regulate the depth of 
cat of the slitting-knife by means of the bottom 
face of the stock coming into contact with the 
top face of the strip severed by the slitting- 
knife. I attain these objects by the mechan- 

20 ism illustrated in the accompanying drawings, 
in which—

Figure l i s a  side elevation. Fig. 2 is an end 
view, and Fig. 3 is a side elevation of substan
tially the same tool in a somewhat different 

25 form.
The stock A, handles B B, an 1 adjustable 

fence 0 may be the'same as in any ordinary 
plow. It is essential, however, that the fence 
G shall be adjustable to and from the stock A 

30 and capable of being secured in position par
allel to the stock, and, as shown in Fig. 2, it 
should project downward below the bottom 
edge or face of the stock A.

The patent to Justus A. Traut, of March 4, 
35 1873, shows one good form of a plow-stock and 

fence; but other plows maybe employed, if de
sired. A t one side of the stock A, and near 
its forward end, is a vertical socket having 
transverse set-screws a, within which socket I 

40 place the shank b of the slitting-knife D, which 
knife is a thin blade rounded and sharpened 
on its forward edge. This knife may be ad
justed in its socket or seat, so as to make its 
point or lower end project any desired distance 

45 below the bottom face of the stock A , and 
when so adjusted it maybe firmly held in place 
by means of the set-screw a. By means of said 
set-screw and socket the knife is made an at
tachable and detachable one.

50 When this plow is to be used for slitting

boards or other stock into strips the ordinary 
plow-bit is removed from the stock A  and the 
slitting-knife adjusted to cut the desired depth 
by projecting it the desired distance from the 
bottom face of the stock A . The fence C is 55 
also set a distance from the knife D equal to 
the width of the desired strip. The instrument 
is then placed with the fence G against one 
edge of the board to be slit and with the knife 
over one face of the board, as shown in Fig. 2, 60 
said board being indicated therein by broken 
lines. By bearing down upon the forward end 
of the plow-stock and forcing it along over the 
board, substantially as in plowing, the knife 
can readily be forced into the board until the 65 
bottom face of the stock A  comes in contact 
with the face of the board and preveuts tbe 
slitting-knife from catting aiiy deeper, thus 
making the ordinary plow-stock A  serve as a 
deptli-gage by its bottom face coming in con- 70 
tact with the upper face of the strip slit off.
The stock being close to the knife D, and be
tween said knife and the fence, it can always 
serve as a depth-gage, even when the piece to . 
be slit is but a hair wider than the distance 75 
between the slitting-knife D and the fence 0 .

I11 Fig. 3 the slitting-knife D' is in the form 
of a flat slotted blade, and tbe seat which sup
ports said body is in the form of a vertical slot 
or open socket made in one side of the stock So 
A. A  bolt passes from the stock through the 
slot in the body of the knife, and a set-nnt, a', 
on said bolt holds the knife in position when 
once adjusted. The operation is the same as 
that of the parts shown in Figs. 1 and 2, and 85 
hereinbefore described.

It will be noticed thati 11 both formsof knives 
the fence is upon one side of the stock A  and 
the knife is upon the opposite side.

The additional cost of this improved tool over 90 
that of the ordinary plow7 is much less than the 
cost of a special slitting-tool, while it is also 
much more convenient to have the plow con
vertible into a slitting-tool than it is to use two 
different tools for plowing and slitting. 95

I am aware that marking and slitting gages 
of various styles have been used for slitting 
boards when the knife or marker was mounted 
in a stock or frame of its own; also, that a scor
ing knife or spur has been employed in plaues 100
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and set between the stock and the fence to 
prepare the way for the planing-knife, and I 
hereby disclaim the same.

I claim as my invention—
S The convertible plow and slitting-tool, sub

stantially as hereinbefore described, consist- 
ingof the plow-stock A, adapted for the attach
ment and detachment of the ordinary plow-bit, 
the slitting-knife D, secured to one side of said 

xo stock, and the fenced, secured to the opposite

side, the bottom face of said stock being be
tween the fence and knife, the latter extending 
downward from the lower outside corner of 
the stock, substantially as described, and for 
the purpose specified.
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